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In reviewmg the literature on the subiect of production costs 
。vertime, and the other side of same coin, the subiect of returns 
to scale, it 1s difficult to escape the conv1ct1on that attention 
has been focused on the aggregate level for too long. Given the 
the difficulties of measuring the quality of factor inputs iuto au 
aggregate production function, it would appear that someone 
would have attempted a more detailed study of returns to scale 
on a more disaggregated basis, preferably avoiding the problem 
of measuring labor and capital m homogeneous, efficiency units 
altogether. Attempts m this direction, except for those sum-
marized below have been few and far between. Instead attention 
has been focused upon solving the proplem of correctly meas 
surmg both capital and labor mputs by means of more accurate 
mdex number approaches 町 Theconclusion which stood for 
some time was that of Solow, that the usual measures of mputs 
of capital and labor in the aggregate production process left 
much of the mcrease in output unexplained."' The residual was 
ascribed to technical progress or to improvement m the quality 
of the factor inputs, either embodied or disembodied technical 
progress. This mcrease in quality led to more output for the 
same real dollar expenditure on input. 
Jorgenson and G口lichessucceeded m reducmg this residual by 
takmg account of the mcreasing rate of ut1hzation of equipment, 
at1d improvement m the quality of factor inputs目的 More recent 
work by Christenson and Jorgenson indicates that the origmal 
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conclusion of Jorgenson and Griliches must be revised.向 Prod--
uctivity growth is not in fact neghg1ble as ongmally believed, 
although increases in real factor mputs （“real”in the sense that all 
changes in quality has been accounted for and mputs are hoロト
ogeneous with respect to productive efficiency) account for most 
increases in production. 
Rather than attempt to contribute to this subiect, it appears. 
useful to raise a few questions instead. 
1. Would not a more disaggregated approach to the problem 
of productivity be more useful, especially m prov1dmg 
empirical guidance for further theoretical studies on the 
behavior of firms? 
2. Has not the definit10n of productivity changed from the・ 
heyday of the “residual”to the examination of“real”inputs?・ 
To consider the second question first By including changes in 
quality in the mdex of mputs into the aggregate product10n 
process, recent authors have undoubtedly made a significant 
contrbut10n But it is difficult to escape the conviction that 
theirs is a good answer without a question. 
They have m fact redefined the problem. Whereas productivity 
as a“residual”was something mysterious, the sources of incre-
ases in productivity can now be assigned to certain factors of 
production, with varying degrees of accuracy of course But 
these are stil highly aggregated inputs. What has caused the・ 
change in the quality of these inputs? Simply because the 
residual becomes smaller and smaller, is this clear evidence that 
the factors chosen for accounting for productivity change are 
in fact the correct ones? This is after all a difficult subject to・ 
verify directly. If the attempt to convert mputs into the prod-
uction process into units that are homogeneous technologically 
is successful, is this anythmg more than a rearrangement of 
the problem of what causes an economy to get more than its. 
money’s worth for expenditure on factor inputs? 
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Even if all increases in output could be assigned ultimately 
to some past expenditure in the aggregate, is information on 
aggregates of relevance in the following, 
(a〕 Thestudy of firm behavior and its implications for future 
characteristics of production proc田S田 byfmn, product 
lme, industry or in the aggregate. 
(b) Planning for the individual firm, which may have a wide 
range of items it could potentially produce. 
( c) In planning by the state for guidance in industrial deve-
lopment. 
As for the first question, we might ask what we are trying 
to find out from investigations of productivity. An approach 
which might be equally as useful would be : 
(1〕 Toask what has been the behavior of production costs 
over time, in detail by product. 
〔2) To ask, if there is clear evidence of decreasing costs, 
what are the causes of th泊予
A serious review of these two questions could lead to a number 
of prescriptions for settmg firm and government policy and for 
advancing the study of firm behav10r. 
In the followmg pages we shall summarize first a series of 
fmdings on the behav10r of cost on a by-product. basis. The 
strikmg feature of these results is the prevalence 。fdeclining 
costs with increases in total production accumulated over time; 
While mcreases in scale may account for much of this decline 
m cost, one might observe that cost appears to decline predictably 
as cumulative experience in product10n increases. This fmding 
has clear implications for firm behavior and hence for many 
brnnches of economics. Given these results, we go on to present 
a drncussion of the relationship between these findmgs and 
other results obtained m measuring the response of industries 
to investment stimuli Given these two sets of results, the first 
of which states that for a significant set of products, cost 
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<!ecline predict耳blyas production increases, and the second, 
th抗 notal industries approach expansion of capacity with 
equal speed, we draw some informal and sp田ulativeconclusio11s 
叩 the1mphcations for firm behavior, on the speed of economic 
expansion and its effects on cost, and on imphcations for in-
tern a tional trade. 
I. Recent Jri11¥lings in the 母tu~y of PrQdu~tion Costs 
Courses in elementary economics begin py stating that firms 
have a short run horizon and a longer run horizon. In the short 
run, marginal costs rise as the quantity of production 1s incre-
ased. In the long run, i. e. long enough to increase capacity, the 
firm’s costs may go up or down depending upon the nature of 
the production process. The student is given to understand that 
returns to scale may be decreasing, constant <Jr increasing and 
thereto言e1s left an agnostic so far as the subiect is concerned. 
Subsequent study generally involves the assumption time and 
again of constant returns to scale, because of the mathematical 
simphcity of models based on constant returns. 
Numerous articles in economics begin by stating how surpns-
ing it is that some piece of research has not yet been undertaken, 
then proceed to present research on that subiect. In the light 
of recent findings it is indeed surprising that economists should 
have neglected to look at the behavior of costs on a product 
basis. The results have clear implications both for economic 
theory and economic behav10r. 
The results summarized below have been prepared by the 
Boston Consulting Group in connection with a research proJect 
on the behavior of industry and firm costs.向 Theirapproach 
has been to plot average unit costs of products against a number 
of other variables. A high degree of regularity was observed 
for many products when the unit cost was plotted against the 
accumulated volume. To give a specific example from the elec-
troni~s inQ.11stry : 
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There are numher of points wh1ch require clariflcat10n and 
one of them is the conversion to constant dollars. The usual 
method of converting current prices to constant in economics is 
to divide by a pnc冶 indexfor that particular product. Since 
the皿easureof cast m thIS case is an mdirect one, output price, 
divis1on by an mdex of output price would yield a constant value 
for price This would clearly reduce the mformat10n content of 
the price series to zero. What is relevant of course is not the 
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“constant”pnce series but the price of a good relative to the 
prices of other goods, and the level of income. If income and 
all other prices are constant, except for the price of the ite江1
being considered, then this item 1s becoming relatively less 
expensive If this item happens to be an input, under the usual 
economic theory of the firm, cost-minimizing firms will shift to 
use of this item 1f substitution poss1biliti田 exist,due to changes 
in the relative prices of mputs The actual money cost of the 
item is therefore the relevant measure of the cost in this par-
tlcular case. 
If income should be constant and prices of other goods are 
rismg, then the actual money cost will be an over-estimate of 
the cost. The appropriate def!ators would be as follows 
1 For a consumer good, the pnce should be divided by the 
weighted average price mdex for consumption goods, for 
that consummg agent. 
2. For a capital good, it should be deflated by the capital 
goods price mdex, for that investing agent. 
3. For intermediate goods or factor mputs, these should be 
divided by a price mdex for al the intermediate goods or 
factor inputs used by that .Producing agent. 
As an approximation to all of these the Boston Consulting 
Group has used the GNP def!ator. This has clear !imitations 
since the prices of capital goods in particular may be either 
constant or declimng. Dependmg upon whether the rate of 
declme of prices of other capital goods happens to be greater or 
less than that of the good in question, the price of that good 
will become relatively more or less expensive. But the fact that 
the costs of inputs are declining is of course clear, so the ques-
t10n of relative costs becomes less important. 
As the examples on the following pages indicate, the vertical 
axis represents the pnce per unit, while the horizontal axis 
represents the total accumulated volume. The labelling of the 
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horizontal axis rais田 somequestions, since it is not a method 
of looking at production familiar to economists. But 1t is clear 
that declming price per unit is not the result simply of 
labelling of the horizontal axis. This affects only the 
of the points in the horizontal direction. 
A question might be raised as to why revenue or pnce of the 
product per umt has been used rather than so立ieconcept such as 
value added, etc.τ＇he answer is that data on output price is. 
the 
spread 
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{a〕 Pricedeclines more rapidly than cost, leading eventually 
to an intersection of the price lme and cost line ・ 
un;t 
Cost 
ーー ーー 『ー －ー 『ーー－ Co•t 
Prlce 
,¥cumu!atod Volume 
(b〕 Pricedeclines m parallel with cost Non-parallel move-
ment would lead to either (a) or (c) below. 
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(c) Price declines at a lower rate than costs, with profits 
per umt incr阻 sing.
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In short price must declme, if 1t declines at al, at a slower, 
faster or at the same rate as costs. Case ( c)would repr田entcon 
stant or increasing price with declining costs. But this, is not 
relevant smce the quetsion is: Does declining pnce mean declimng 
-cost? It is clear that except in case (a), which can exist only恒m-
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porari!y, declining price w1il indicate declining cost. Of course 
this does not rule out t6mp!ete!y the possibility Of costs declm-
mg with rising or constant price, temporarily. One exception to 
this would be the case where free entry allowed more and more 
competitors into a market, shifting the supply schedule and gradu-
ally reducing the level of pnce and profit for al firms. In fact 
in al cases of declining costs examined, the reverse was the case. 
The number of firms generally was small and decreasing, rather 
than large and increasmg. 
In examining various possibilities for the labelling of the honz-
ontal axis, a high degree of regularity was found when accum-
ulated product10n volume was used and both scales were plotted 
a log scale The slope of the declining cost curv田 showa 
fairly high degree of regularity・The90 percent slope, 80 percent 
slope, etc. indicate that for declining cost curves with a slope 
of 90 percent, costs decline to 90 percent of their former level 
each time the accumulated production volume doubles. The 
greatest cost savings for the products examined here would 
appear to be near the beginnmg of their product life. It natu-
rally becomes more and more difficult to double the size of 
accumulated volume if demand approachs a saturation levei. 
The conclusions which can drawn from this emp1ncal mves-
tigat10n may be briefly summarized as follows. 
(1) Costs appear tb go down on value added at about 20 to 30 
percent every time total production experience doubles for the 
industry as a whole as well as for individual producers. 
(2) If cost is a function of accumulated production, then 
market share has a calculable value. The faster a firm expands 
its accumulated volume in relation to other firms, the faster its 
costs will declme relative to other firms and the better its 
competitive posit10n 
(3) Given a st阻む andpredictable increase in demand, the 
firm with the fastest response to investment simuli will have 
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the lowest costs, provided the response speed is consistent and 
capacity IS fully utilized. 
(4) With cost decline predictable, the firm can set its price 
at a sufficiently low level to discourage entry of competitors, 
yet still expect a higher return later as costs declme. 
The limitat10ns of this analysis are: 
(1〕Theauthors have not analyzed m detail the causes of 
the declme in cost This detracts from the reliability of using 
this method to forecast cost behavior. 
(2) The authors have failed to point out where this phenome 
non is not likely to occur. It therefore becomes difficult to 
attempt generalization to a more aggregate level 
Note however that generalization to a more aggregate level is 
not necessary for several very important economic decisions 
(a) The firm's decisions on pricing, expans10n and choice of 
future product 町田s.
(b) The economic planner’s choice of guidelines for pricing, 
provision of funds for expansion, allocat10n of funds for new 
product development, and content of the guidance provided 
to industry. With cost declinmg, the speed of expansion of 
output becomes a critical issue in remaining competitive in 
domestic and world markets The issue of aggregate produc-
tivity need not be raised. Thus mdeed from the point of view of 
corporate strategy planmng and many decisions in economic 
planning, answers to the question of aggregate productivity are 
answers without questions. 
While the implications of these findings are numerous, we 
shall not dwell on them at this point, but instead go .on to. 
consider the relationship of this set of findings to a theory of 
investment behavior and to findmgs concerning the speed of 
mvestロientresponse. 
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II. A Theory of Investment Behavior 
Ideally mvestment is a response to a careful and accurate 
appraisal of future demand Ideally, the increments to capacity 
are brought to full utihzation according to plan and the firm 
supplies itself with the right flow of capital services to optimize 
its obiective function, whatever that may be. At worst invest-
ment is a r田ponseto an already existmg excess of demand over 
supply, that is, investment in the pr白血tperiod is the result of 
changes in the optimal level of capital, derived from a set of 
assumptions about the behavior of firm, in the past. Which of 
these modes of behavior is in facf brought to realization by 
firms is not a question for theoretical d1scuss10n. El ther could 
be the mode of behavior. The problem is to define the value of 
optimal capltal stock and the changes in this variable for each 
case and test the relationship between the change and the actual 
level of investment. 
In both, the best and worst, net mvestment will be a weighted 
average of these past changes in optimal capital services. When 
the value of investment for replacement is added, the total will 
equal gross investment目 Inthe followmg pages we present several 
results obtained m testing a distributed lag investment funct10n 
using data for U S. and Japan The economic theory behind 
this investment function and the method of measurmg lags were 
brought together originally by D. W Jorgenson about ten years 
ago.町 Theresults for the U. S. were prepared by Jorgenson and 
Stephenson and the results for Japan were prepared by the 
author.《？）
To summarize the theory of investment behavior which is 
common to both sets of results: Investment is assumed to be 
composed of two elements, net investment or additions to 
existing capacity and replacement. Net investment is hvpothe・ 
sized to be a distributed lag function of past changes in the 
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level of optimal capital stock, derived from the assumptrnn that 
firms chose their inputs to maximize the residual left after 
factors of production have been paid from gross revenues. The 
residual is then left for future investment. The assumption 
behind this theory of investment behavior amounts to the asser-
tion that firm maximize their net mvestment for growth when 
choosmg the proper level of inputs. The level of replacement is 
hypothesized to differ from the accounting value of depreciation 
and to be close to a constant fractrnn of capital stock measured 
in constant value terms. 
The objective function of the firm 1s written . 
pQ ~c,X” or 
〔Revenue］ー［Expenditureon Inputs] 
and the function is maximized subject to a temporarily constant 
level of technology : 
lff=PQ J;;c,X,+J.〔Q-Q(Xi）〕
The-:imphcation of this optim1zat10n is that: 
iJQ Ci 
iJX, p 
For a spec1f1c form of the production function : 
Q=ll X的
j 
This same derivative equals: 
i]Q Q 
玩－；＝町てx,
Thus solving for the optimal level of capital stock ; Xi : 
h 出 pQ
A＂・＝αγ一
j c, 
This1'.is the level of capital stock which will enable the firm to 
have the largest residual after payments for the factors of 
product10n For the firm maximizing its market share by 
expandmg at the greatest possible rate this will be the approp・ 
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riate level of capital stock, just as 1t will be the appopnate 
level for the firm maximizing its profit. The change in this 
level of capital stock will be equal to the appropriate level of 
investment 
Since mvestment cannot be completed instantaneously, but 
must go through a process of planning, letting of contracts, 
construct10n, etc. the level of net investment is hypothesized to 
be a distributed lag function of past changes in the level of 
optimal capital stock. 
NI，＝的L1Xド ＋μ，L1X* ＋…＋μ♂ 、 Jt-1 Jt-2 Jt-s 
Replacement investment, as a constant function of the level 
of capital stock m the previous period is added to arrive at 
the complete specification: 
Rl,=iJK,_, 
GI，＝~µ，L1X~. +iJK,_, 
s=o J• - ‘ 
In actual estimate, to reduce the number of parameters to be 
estimated, the following specification IS employed町
”，、， n
GI，＝ ~r,L1X";. － ~w, NI, ,_,+iJK,_, 
s~o ・9ν s~o
The value of c, which may be described as the shadow price 
of capital services, 1s derived from the followmg definitional 
equation for the value of the mvestment good price index : 
a田
q＇り＝Ie-＇＂一日〔〔l-u)c(s)e-JC•ーり＋uq(t〕O(s〕］ ds
By d1fferentiat10n and solution for c, we obtam: 
(l-u,z，〕c，＝め（γ，＋iJ〕ムL」＇－＂＇－＇＂－－
(l-uι〉
The above investment spec1f!cat10n has been applied to data 
for the U.S. and for Japan. A comparison of these results is 
given m the followmg section. 
IV Empirical Findings in the Theory of Investment 
Behavior 
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The investment function described above has been applied to 
data for the U.S. and Japan. The results for the U.S. have 
already been published by Jorgenson and Stephenson. Estimates 
of the mvestment function has been made for tbe following 
industries m Japan. 
Total Manufacturing 
Foodstuffs 
Textiles 
Pulp and Paper Products 
Chemicals 
Ferrous Metals 
Non Ferrous Metals 
Metal Products 
Machinery (Excluding electrical) 
Electrical Machinery 
Transportation Equipment 
Other Manufacturmg 
Services 
A comparison of the results for Japan and for the U.S. are 
given m the following table, where the mdustries are compara • 
ble: 
japan United States 
R' d R' d 
All Manufacturing . 9700 2.09 . 9644 1. 96 
Foodstuffs . 9397 1. 98 .8108 1. 99 
Textiles .6823 1. 94 .8602 1.89 
Pulp and Paper Products . 7458 2.00 . 9461 2.19 
Chemicals . 9185 1. 93 .8930 1. 96 
Ferrous Metals .8174 2.24 .8546 2.22 
Non-Ferrous Metals .5958 2.09 . 9263 2.27 
Metal Products .8341 2.03 ＊ 相 e
Machinery . 9364 1. 99 . 9197 2.05 
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I唾醐 United States 
R' d R' d 
Electrical Machinery . 9479 1. 97 . 9138 1. 96 
Transportation Eqmp, . 9598 1 8 . 9197 2.05 
Other Manufacturing . 9291 1. 98 ＊ ネ＊
Serv1c田 . 9038 1 61 科書 制ド
(No comparable category for the U.S. r田ults)
(Resuits for the United States are taken from Jorgenson・ 
Stephenson，“Investment Behavior in U目 S Manufacturmg, 
1947-196『’ Econometrica,Apnl, 1967) 
The results obtained for Japan appear to be about as祖 tis-
factory on average as those for the U. S. Results for Japan are 
better for six mdustries and not as good for the remammg 
four comparable categories. The poorest result of the group is 
tbat for Non-Ferrous Metals, nonetheless the F-value for this 
regress10n 1s almost four timestbe one percent critical value. 
The necessary sign conditions and cond1t10ns on the values of 
parameters are satisfied without resort to constrained regression. 
The lower Rνs m Textiles, Pulp and Paper, Ferrous Metals and 
Non-Ferrous Metals appear to be due in large part to the 
presense of severe disturbances in the investment series, even 
after seasonal adjustment. Desisions on the level of mvestment 
appear to have been made without as much regard for changes 
in the optimal level of capital stock as we would have expected 
The Pulp and Paper mdustry m paticular ws known for periods 
of excess investment, followed by periods of underut11Ization of 
capacity. Considering the smooth increase in such items as liner 
and medmm, printing paper, and newsprint, this behav10r 1s 
surpnsmg. 
The significance of tbe coefficients associated 凶ithlagged 
optimal capital stock and net mvestment indicates that the 
theory of net investment as a distributed lag funct10n of past 
changes in optimal capital stock is a vahd account of the 
determmation of net mv田 tmentm most Japanese manufacturing 
mdustries. In contrast to the U. S. results, the significance of 
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the coefficients of optimal capital stock shows greater varaia-
bility across industries. 
The coefficient of capital stock lagged one period corresponds 
to the rate of replacement Without exception this coefficient 
is highly significant m each regression. If the rate of replac 
ement were not a constant or did not tend to a constant there 
would be not reason for the coeff1c1ent of lagged capital stock to 
differ from zero. We conclude that these results provide strong 
evidence for using a constant rate of replacement m the calcula-
tion of capital stock, rather than the variable rate of replace-
ment which has been employed m estimates of capital stock in 
Japan. The rate of replacement has also been estimated using 
two capital stock benchmarks and the gross mvestment series 
The mdependent estimates differ significantly from the regres-
s10n estimates, at the five percent level in only one of the 
thirteen cases The upward bias in benchmark estimates may 
be due to error in the prices mdexes employed to deflate the 
capital stock benchmarks. 
The lag patterns calculated from the regressions are presented 
on the followmg pages. The patterns fall into approximately 
three categories: These with a peak at the beginning followed 
by gradual decay m response. Those with a peak about five to 
seven quarters from the change in the optimal level of capital 
stock. Those with two or more peaks. A comparison of the 
response patterns of Japanese and U. S manufacturing industries 
indicates a greater incidence of multiple peak lag patterns, and 
a faster approach to peak response m most industries These 
results do not confirm the commonly held view that changes in 
the determinants of investment take effect within one or two 
quarters in every industry. However this view is confirmed for 
the aggregate category, Total Manufacturing, and for eight 
sub-industries of manufacturmg. The response pattern of ag-
gregate manufacturing md1cates a very rapid approach to a peak, 
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as opposed to the more gradual approach which is found m the 
United States The Jag pattern for manufacturmg as a whole 
indicates changes in the determinants of investment behavior 
have significant effects with one quarter. The response pattern 
remains near peak level with some oscillations for seven quarters, 
then decays. The effect of changes m the determinants of 
investment behavior is to stimulate demand within a very short 
period, to maintain approximately the same level of demand 
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for seven to eight quarters, then to depress demand after eight 
quarters. There appears to be a danger inherent in the oscilatory 
pattern of response exhibited by aggregate manufacturing, which 
is worthy of note. The temporary slump in sixth quarter after 
a change in mvestment determmants may be interpreted as a 
downward trend in mvestment demand. Any measures taken in 
the sixth quarter to stimulate demand for investment would 
take effect s1multaneously with the p四 km the seventh quarter, 
producing an unexpected burst of demand which could easily 
contribute to mflationary pressures目
The following table gives the average lag to completion of 
investment proiects, calculated from the regress10ns for Japan 
and the Umted States, as well as the Economic Planning Agency 
survey estimates, made m 1959. 
A comparison of average lags m U. S. and Japanese manufac司
turing industries indicates most Japanese industries bring in-
vestment to completion at a significantly faster pace, most 
notably in the case of Transportat10n Eqmpment (including 
automobiles). 
Average Lag to Co出＇Pletzonin Quarters 
Pascal Function EPA Survey 
Japan u. Eん
All Manufacturmg 7.50 8.50 8.33 
Foodstuffs 8.57 8.74 4.67 
Textiles 6.53 8.22 5.00 
Paper, Pulp. 7.40 8.69 5.33 
Chemicals 6.02 1. 29 7.33 
Ferrous Metals 7.94 9.06 10.00 
Non-Ferrous Metals 6.64 8.23 10.00 
Metal Products 7.36 和解 5.00 
Machinery 9.21 7.09 6.00 
Electrical Machinery 7.53 7.03 12.00 
Transport Equip. 5.88 10. 70* 9.67 
Other Manufacturing 9.02 2同g 功。＊
Services 5.37 ＊＊ ＊尊
（＊ U. S. figure for Motor Vehicles only 
（神 Nocomparable category 
(The lag五gurefor the U S. were taken from Jorgenson-
Stephenson，“The Time Structure of Investment Behavior in 
U. S Manufacturing, 1947-1960九 TheReview of Economics 
And Statics, February 1967〕
(The lag estimates by the Economic Planning Agency are 
presented in“The Report on Investment ey Maior Incorporated 
Enterprisesヘ1959)
V. Implications 
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While the results outlmed m the preceeding sections do not 
represent the results of a coordinated effort at this pomt in 
time, nor are they beyond criticism from the pomt of view of 
thoroughness, they appear to be important for what they 
suggest about the behavior of firms, industries and even nations 
in the context of domestic markets and world trade. 
If most products do in fact exhibit decreasing costs, then the 
firms that are the most aggressive in responding to mvestment 
stimuli will reach higher levels of accumulated production 
before less aggressive firms and therefore will have lower levels 
of costs. This naturally Implies that they will have a strong 
competitive advantage. Measuring the average speed of response 
IS therefore one method of evaluating the performance of com-
panies m an industry and their !Ikehood of success in a field they 
have entered. This method may lack rehability over time on 
the level of the mdividual firm, since changes m the manage-
ment could bring large changes m the speed of response The 
results obtained from a study of response to investment stimuli 
are therefore one set of data to be used along with many more 
m evaluating a firm’s performance : They are not to be regarded 
as as al;>solute measure. 
On a higher level of aggregation the differences observed 
between the U. S. and Japan have very important imphcations 
for the trade between these two nations If Japan reacts much 
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more rapidly than the u s., then 1t will clearly develop a cost 
advantage in new areas. Indirect evidence of this is already 
available, as even a cursory review of the history of Japan 
U. S. trade relations in recent year will mdicate. While being 
careful not to overmake the pomt, the speed of response to 
investment stimuli and decreasing cost have clearly played an 
important role in a number of industries in Japan and have 
made these industries the lowest cost producers in the world. 
Shipbuildmg and T. V. sets are but two examples. 
These results also have prescriptive significance for interna-
tional trade pollcy as well If costs are a function of total 
volume, then quite aside from any considerations of absolute or 
competitive advantage, it is clearly to the advantage of al 
nations consummg a certain product to concentrate production 
in one nation. Unlimited concentration m one nation of course 
raises the question which the results summarised above have 
avoided. That is does the average cost curve eventually turn 
up as scale increases. Is there an optimal scale for a product 
and beyond that costs mcrease? Although no evidence of this 
has been presented it is clearly a point to be investigated. If 
this is not a problem, then it is clear that nations, Japan among 
them, that insist upon ,_ mmim1m level of domestic prodnction, 
if not outright exclusion of some imports, will be paying an 
ever-increasing price for the goods for which they have opposed 
concentration of production. These results also clearly argue 
for mternat10nal planning in production, aiming at a concen-
tration of production that takes account not only of comparative 
advantage, but decreasing costs with increasing volume as well 
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